
Design With Respect For Nature



Finnish craftsmanship has always been appreciated for its beauty and uniqueness.
The aesthetics and naturalness of Elicia products bring something new to every
mealtime. Their versatility makes them ideal for everyday use and special occasions
alike.

Design With Respect For Nature

DINNER PLATE



Can we provide you with the added value
that you want for your special occasion?
The Elicia cocktail plate makes your party
unforgettable.

The Elicia and Era lines stem
from strong craftsmanship and
unshakeable courage to design
something new. In their designs,
Panu and Eero Remes honour wood,
designing their products to pay
homage to its naturalness and
primitive strength.

Thanks to their innovativeness and
modern design, the products have
won various awards, most recently
the Best of Finnish Design contest
organised by Fazer in 2004.

COCKTAIL PLATE



Elicia is a combination of natural beauty and modern design. Natural materials complement the décor of your home,
radiating warmth and softness around them.

Atmosphere Is Made Up Of Small Details

SERVING DISH



Products featured in pictures: Kodin 1 Anttila, Jyväskylä, Finland



The diverse materials and shapes of nature provide the motivation to try to develop something new all the time.
The product lines are inspired by Finnish nature and its primitiveness.

From Pure Nature

SERVING PLATE



ERA is a dinner set for the
outdoor type. The plates,
cups, splints and wooden
goblets are all made with
an eye to nature and its

wellbeing. ERA is ideal for
campfire dinners to

accompany a tasty meal.

Photograph: PS-Studio/Keijo Penttinen



ELICIA

Size: length/width

Dinner Plate Cocktail Plate Serving Plate Serving Dish Coaster Splint Cup Holder Wooden GobletProduct:

305 x 210 mm
(±15 mm)

305 x 210 mm
(±15 mm)

510 x 220 mm
(±15 mm)

530 x 330 mm
(±15 mm)

Packaging Options:
(packaged in
cardboard)

Plate + Coasterx 2
x 4

Plate
x 4

Plate + Coaster
x 1

x 1

ERA
The products are made of aspen treated with oil-based
preservatives. Not recommended for regular use.

Size: length/width 305 x 210 mm
(±25 mm)

305 x 210 mm
(±25 mm)

510 x 220 mm
(±25 mm)

Packaging Options:

MONERAL OY – PRODUCTS

Due to print technology, products and their colours may differ in real life from those shown in the pictures. We reserve the right to make changes.
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Personalisation:

Elicia and Era products can be personalised easily to suit different purposes.
For example, enterprises can use the products to communicate their sustainable values.
Our products carry atmosphere and stories.

x 1

The products are made of coated aspen and are suitable for regular use.
Hand washing is recommended.

000 x 000 mm

Moneral wants to provide its
customers with a different
alternative to traditional dinner
sets. The company’s business
idea is to turn natural Finnish
products into practical design
concepts. Our activities are
guided by environmentally
sound, sustainable values.

Coasters come in
two sizes (dinner
plate and serving
plate)

Coasters come in
two sizes (dinner
plate and serving
plate)

Products are sold individually. Shipped from factory.

350 X 180 mm Height 90 mm
for a 20 cl cup

Height 105 mm
10 cl


